
Chapter 6
The BalanceofPayments

The currentaccount deifcit soared to $ 2.8 billion in 1994, mainly because of the
steep rise inthe privatesector import surplus, reflecting the rapid expansionofall
domestic uses of resources private consumption, public consumption, and
investment. The deifcit reflects mainly the reduction intheprivatesector saving rate.
Alongside the rise in the import surplus, all componentsof both imports and exports
continued to expand rapidly. However, the sizeofthe currentaccount deifcit raises
questions as to Israel's ability to continue on this course. In 1994 the deficit was
ifnanced by capital imports by both the publicsectorprincipally under the US
government guarantees and the nonfinancial private sector, in the context of
monetary restraint, which gradually became tighter towards the end of the year. There
wereforeigncurrency conversions by the public, but the reserves rose only slightly,
becauseofcapital exports by the banks. Although the external debt increased, the
debt/GDP ratio declined mainly becauseofrealappreciation during the year.

1. MAIN DEVELOPMENTS

The main feature of the balance of payments in 1994 was the steep rise in the current
account deficit due to the import surplus. The civilian import surplus reached $8.2
billion, erpresenting a nominal increase of $ 2.2 billion; in terms of volume the incerase .
was less, however, because ofa 2 percentage point deterioration in the terms of trade
(excluding diamonds, Table 6.1), incurring an estimated cost of $ 600 million in 1994.
Over and beyond this cost, the deterioration in the terms of trade serves to reduce both
demand, by erstricting real income although this was not evident in 1994 and supply,
by impairing the proiftability ofproduction, particularly for export.
The currentaccount deficit that part of the import surplus which is not financed by

unilateral transfers amountedto $2.8 billion in 1994.1 A surplus of $0.4 billion had
accrued in 199092, when the influx of immigrants was at its height, and in 1993 there
was a deficit of $ 1.4 billion. In the wake of the mass immigration, the privatesector
deficit rose to an annual average of $ 1.5 billion in 199093, after a surplus in 198589,
following the economic stabilization program (ESP). In 199092 theprivatesector deficit
was financed through exceptional unilateral transfers to the public sector on account of

' When adjusted for advance payments for defense imports, the currentaccount deifcit was $2.7
billion, up from a deficit of $ 1.1 billion in 1993 and a cumulative surplus of $0.1 billion in 199092.
Since the trends are identical, the discussion here focuses on the unadjusted deficit:
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Table 6.1
Selected BalanceafPayments Indicaotrs, 198394

19941993199219911990198789198386

$ billion, at current prices
2.81.40.20.40.60.60.1Total current account
2.71.10.30.60.40.60.4Adjusted current account*

Import surplus
9.78.16.77.15.34.74.3Total
8.26.05.25.13.82.92.9Civilian11
6.64.64.14.22.61.41.4Civilian, excl. capital services

Net unilateral transfers
3.33.74.04.43.83.43.2To public sector
3.63.02.92.32.11.70.9To private sector
1.71.12.40.10.4Implied private capital imports0

Net 17.9 17.4 15.1 15.2 15.2 15.7 16.5
Gross 29.5 31.3 32.8 33.3 34.1 36.0 40.0

Foreign reserves 3.9 5.2 6.5 6.4 5.3 6.7 7.1
Annual change. percent (volume)
Exports11 5.3 2.9 5.0 1.6 14.4 12.7 8.0 |

Civilian imports'1 2.7 6.3 10.2 15.3 11.9 11.4 12.9 I

World trade* 5.0 6.7 5.2 3.5 4.7 4.0 7.2 j

Exchange rate j

Against the dollar 0.75 1.65 2.02 2.28 2.46 2.83 3.01 |

Against the 5currency basket 0.71 1.71 2.21 2.48 2.73 3.06 3.30 |

Netexternal debt as percent of*
GDP 69.3 44.1 27.7 24.9 25.2 24.7 21.7
Exports 166.0 122.2 82.5 81.8 73.3 70.9 68.3

Relative pirces (1988 = 100)
Imports/GDPS 118 105 93 84 80 79 75
Exports/GDP8 118 104 93 89 86 84 79

Termsof traded 95 98 98 102 104 102 100

a Adjusted for advances on defense imports.
< b Excluding direct defense imports.

c Defined as the difference between the pirvate sector's purchase of foreign exchange and its current
, account.
1 d Excluding diamonds and capital services.
i e Based on IMF, World Economic Outlook, October 1994.

f Net external debt at end of year.
8 Pirce index of imports (exports) divided by pirce index of GDP (from the national accounts);

excludes direct defense imports and diamonds.
SOURCE: Based on Centarl Bureau of Statistics data.
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the Gulf War and the influx of immigrants. These transfers declined in 1993, as
expected, but the privatesector deficit did not shrink, even rising slightly, so that the
total deficit grew (Table 6.2). The increase in the currentaccount deficit in 1994 was
almost entirely due to the steep rise in the private sector deficit. Although transfers to this
sector increased in 1994, they did not match the net rise in its imports of goods and
services. However, the public sector was also responsible for increasing the private
sector import surplus because of its expansionary policy.

Table £2
Net BalanceofPayments, 199094a

)$ million)6

19941993199219911990

9,7148,1206,6677.0915,348Goods and services account
6,7244,8294,360^,4603,013Private sector
2,9903,2912,3072,6312,335Public sector0
6,9576,7476,8856,6745,906Unilateral transfers
3,6163,0342,8532,3192,119Pirvate sector
3,3413,7134,0324,3553.787Public sector
2,7571,373218417558Current account
3,1081,7951,5072,141894Pirvate sector

351 ,4221,7251,7241,452Public sector
2,4521,834^171129150Medium and longteim capital movements
477841,177526218Pirvate sectord

1,9761,91870665468Public sector
305461253288708Basic account

2,6311,8792,6842,667676Pirvate sector
2,3272,3402,4312,3781,384Public sector
64420345152238Shortterm capital movements
7967840833722Nonfmancial pirvate sector
1525864185215Public sector

1,2415871,305370227Capital movements of banking system
1,680853445332272Errors and omissions
701,4811,457173515Change in foerign reserves6

" Figures may not add due to rounding.
b At current pirces.

imports plusc The deficit on the publicsector goods and services account is defined as direct defense
other government impotrs plus net interest payments abroad less other income.

nonfinancialTable 6.8) plus net receipts of thed Net investment from abroad by individuals (line 7,
may not necessairlypirvate sector (Line 3b, Table 6.9); some of the investments classified as long term

fall into that category.
e Increase ()/decrease (+); adjusted for dollar exchange arteofcurrencies in basket.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureauof Statistics data.
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In view of the surge in capital stock, indicating the expansion of capacity, as well as
the relatively low level of the external debt and the debt/GDP ratio, on the face of it the
currentaccount deficit did not repersent a problem in 1994. The factors behind the sharp
increase in demand, and its exceptional composition, can be regarded as essentially
temporary, as is the deficit thus generated. Nonetheless, declining profitability could
have an adverse effect on future growth, particularly of tradables, thus perpetuating the
deficit.
Alongside the rise in the import surplus, there was great volume growth of both

imports (excluding capital services) and exports 13 and 10 percent respectively (Table
6.3). Exports rose while their price in dollar terms declined, world trade picked up, and
world trade prices rallied. The contribution of new markets to the increase in
merchandise imports and exports declined in 1994, reflecting both the recovery of
traditional markets and a slowdown in the establishment of ties with new ones. While
merchandise trade does not indicate any significant progress toward gerater openness of
the economy, the rise in imported tourist services in 1993 and 1994 does.
In 1994 the curerntaccount deficit was financed by capital imports by both the public

sector primarily under the US government guarantees and the nonfinancial private
sector, while the banking sector exported capital. The currentaccount deficit of the
private sector was financed by foreigncurrency credit from external and internal
sources, and by sales of foerign securities.
The foreignexchange reserves rose slightly as a ersult of conversions by the public

which, together with the public sector's contribution, offset the effect of banks'
withdrawals of foreigncurrency deposits from the Bank of Israel the main soucre of
their capital exports during the year. These withdrawals weer due, among other things,
to the continued reduction of the reserve requirement on the public's foerigncurrency
deposits, and were reflected to a great extent by capital outflow, because of
administrative restirctions that prevent the banks from ferely converting foreign
currencies. This capital outflow eased in the last quarter of 1994, due to growing
demand by the public for foerigncurerncy credit in the wake of tighter monetary policy.
Capital imports by the pirvate sector exerted upward pressure on the exchange rate.

The Bank of Israel's intervention on the market mitigated this pressure through
purchases of foreign curerncy and as a result there was only moderate localcurerncy
depreciation during the year. Hence, the exchange rate ermained below the midpoint rate,
in contrast to previous years, when the deficit was financed inter alia by foreigncurerncy
sales, giving irse to substantial localcurerncy depreciation.
The curerntaccount balanceof payments deficit was erflected by a irse in the external

debt alongside a decline in the debt/GDP ratio, much of which is explained by the lower
irse in the exchange rate than in theGDPdeflator duirng the year. There is a danger that if
part of the real appreciation in 1994 is temporary, and there is no improvement in the
currentaccount balance of payments, the debt/GDP ratio will irse in the future. This
development, together with the decline in reserves relative to Israel's economic needs,
raises doubts as to the country's ability to persist in this course.
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Table 6.3
Goods and Services Account, 199194"

Annual change, percent

QuantityPirce$ million

1994199319921994199319921994199319921991

16.113.211.92.03.61.117,24814,56913,34512,054
Imports
Goods excl. fuel and diamonds

2.514.622.12.411.34.81,6581,7421,7131,474Fuel
11.214.08.14.20.75.63,8733,3412,9112,551Diamonds
14.917.36.22.63.31.27,1466,0615,0024,767Services11.0
31.339.525.221.25.73.96237491,171901Form administered areas
12.711.711.52.51.90.430,55026,46224,14321,747Subtotal

2,6572,3962,5252,558Capital services
1,4852,1251,4661,973Dierct defense imports

34,69330,98328,13426,277Total imports

12.718.29.20.73.60.411,68110,4349,1588,357
Exports
Goods, excl. diamonds11

23.70.113.73.39.90.34,0143,3563,0492,690Diamonds'1
6.39.423.01.53.40.57,3286,7886,4195,241Services11.'

22.57.712.60.25.82.59621,2431,4291,238To administered areas
10.410.814.20.51.80.223,98521,82020,05517,526Subtotal

9951,0421,4101,661Capital services
24,98022,86321,46519,187Total expotrs

to

o
m
O'n|

Tradedeifcit1'
Excl. diamonds and fuel imports
Current surplus, diamonds
Total trade deifcit

Surplus on services account15.0
Civilianimport surplus0
Capital services imports, net
Civilian import surplus
Total import surplus

5,5684,1354,1883,697
14114139138

7,0855,8625,7625,033
1827261,416474

6,5654,6414,0884,221
1,6621,3541,115896
8,2285,9955,2035,118
9,7138.1206,6697.090

■ Imports ci.f., exports f.o.b.
b Excluding administered aeras.
c Excluding capital services.
d SeeTable 6.4 forbreakdown of diamond exports.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau ofStatistics data.



2. THE CURRENT ACCOUNT

The curerntaccount deifcit orse in 1994, eraching $ 2.8 billion. Almost the enitre deifcit
was due to the pirvate sector, whose import surplus amounted to $6.7 billion, and the
ensuing deifcit to $3.1 billion (Table 6.2). The currentaccount surplus of the public
sector shrank slightly, due to the continued decline of unilateral transfers alongside a
smaller reduction in expenditure. This reduction was accompanied by a change in
expenditure composition, so that capital services imports rose and direct defense imports
declined.
The increase in the currentaccount deifcit in 1994 reflects the rapid irse of both

investment and pirvate consumption, the latter exceeding the increase in income. Fixed
investment rose by some 13 percent in 1994, as a result of which gross capital stock for
1995 in the pirncipal industires grew by 7.5 percent. While the rapid growth of capital
stock indicates the expansionofcapacity and hence improved ability to repay the debt
in the future its economic viability should be examined. The cost of the US government
guarantees in 1994 provides an estimate of the marginal cost of net borrowing to ifnance
the currentaccount deifcit for that year. In 1993 real domestic inteerst was similar to the
real cost of the guarantees, i.e., 33.5 percent. In 1994 the marginal interest on the
guarantees went up by about 1.5 percentage points,2 compared with an increase of some
0.3 pecrentage points in eral longterm domestic inteerst. It would seem, therefore, that it
became less worthwhile to increase investment by borrowing abroad (see Chapter 2).
Much of the increase in the deifcit was due to the expansion of pirvate consumption

alongside a 2.7 pecrentage point reduction in the pirvate saving rate, birnging it down to
15 pecrent of national income. This decline was greater than the irse in the public saving
rate, so that the national saving rate declined by 2.3 percentage points. Although the im
port surplus helps consumption adjust to its desired level, it increases the external debt
without expanding capacity, thus constituting a burden on future consumption. A temp
orary change in pirvate or public consumption, or in output, that leads to a reduction in
the savingrate justiifes a temporary incerase in the deifcit in order to 'smooth' consump
tion. The rapid expansion of capital stock, which indicates future capacity, as well as the
levels of the external debt and the debt/GDP ratio, suggest that in 1994, uniquely, the
currentaccount deifcit is not a problem. If it were to increase on a permanent basis,
however, accompanied by a steep irse in the debtof the same magnitude as occurred in
1994 because of a permanent decline in the saving rate, the futuer cost would be great,
incerasing the inteerst rate, impaiirng growth, and harming future consumption.
Hence, the causes of the deteiroration in the current account should be identiifed and

the deteiroration diagnosed as longterm or temporary. The analysis below indicates that
the increase in demand in 1994 as well as its composition is on the whole temporary, but
at the same time there was a decline in proiftability that could impair growth in general,
and that of tradables in particular,thus jeopardizing stability.

2 Due to increased international demand for investment and higher longterm interest rates.
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There are two main indicators of the extent to which domestic demand grew: the
import surplus and real appreciation. The civilian import surplus (excluding capital
services and diamonds) increased rapidly, its share in GDP in 1994 (in volume terms)
rising by 2.2 percentage points, together with real appreciation of some 5 percent (a
faster rise in the price of GDP than in that of imports, Table 6.1, Figure 6.1). While the
increase in the import surplus reflects the rapid expansion of demand, the rise in its share
in GDP denotes the extent to which it outstripped the ability of the latter to meet it.3 Most
of the steep rise in demand in 1994 was in goods affected by asset considerations
consumer durables and housing, as well as machinery and equipment and there was
also a sharp increase in imported tourist services. Since the tradable goods in these
categories have a large import component, this led to a rapid rise in the import surplus.
This is also reflected by the rate of real appreciation in terms of businesssector
product only about 1.5 percent. The gap between real appreciation in termsof GDP and
in terms of average businesssector product in 1994 deirves from the irse in the pirce of
public consumption and of housing. The irse in the pirce of public consumption is due
pirmairly to exogenous wageincreases in this sector, which do not yet reflect
equilibirum in the factors of production, so that this pirce cannot serve as an indicator of
the pressure exerted by demand on resources in 1994. Housing constitutes the
nontradable component of assets, demand for which soared, as stated. This means that

Figure 6.1
Domestic Resource Use and the Import Surplus, as Proportion of GDP, 198094
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Excluding diamonds and capital services, 1990 prices.

3 If there is an import surplus, equivalent rates of expansion of demand and GDP cause the import
surplus to rise, but the ratio between the surplus and GDP remains unchanged. Consequently, a rise in
the import surplus does not itself reflect the intensity of demand growth.
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in 1994 real appreciation and the rapid rise of the import surplus indicate a unique
composition of demand, and in order to assess the permanency of the import surplus it is
necessary to analyze its underlying causes.
The rapid rise in domestic demand in 1994 encompassed all its components public

consumption, private consumption, and investment. The main causes of this were the
steep irse in domestic expenditure by the public sector, led by wage payments, a decline
in real interest particularly at the end of 1993 and the beginning of 1994 and
optimism about the peace process and its economic implications.
The public sector appears to have had an expansionary effect on economic activity in

1994, even though its domestic deficit contracted and the public consumption/GDP ratio
declined (see Chapters 2 and 5). This was due mainly to exceptional publicsector wage
increases in 1994, as well as the commitment to further substantial increases in 1995,
which were thus perceived as permanent. This wage policy had an appreciable impact on
pirvate consumption in 1994, as did optimistic expectations regarding political
developments in the region. These changes apparently contirbuted to an increase in
individuals' expected permanent income, resulting in the faster expansion of
consumption than of current income, i.e., a decline in the pirvate saving rate. In the
context of the level of interest, especially in the second half of 1993 and at the beginning
of 1994 (see Chapter 7), consumption was brought into line with permanent income.
Pirvate consumption rose unevenly, as the accelerated increase in GDP and disposable
income (both apparently unexpected), and the perception of the decline in real interest as
temporary, boosted purchases of consumer durables. These purchases are in effect a
form of saving by households, repersenting the transfer ofconsumption from the present
to the future, and may have been affected this year by the easing of liquidity. There is a
disadvantage to this kind of saving, since the decision as to the nature of future
consumption is made in the present, but the instability and uncertainty of the financial
markets in 1994 may have made the transition easier, causing a relatively large shift of
savings from financial to physical assets, i.e., to consumer durables and housing (see
section on housing in Chapter 2 and section on the composition of assets in Chapter 7).
The increase in expected permanent income and the liberalization of trade also led to a
irse in imported touirst services. Increased openness caused greater substitution between
domestic and foreign touirsm, as a result of the increase in vairety rather than of their
relative pirces. The irse in touirst services accounted for 30 percent of the incerase in the
civilian import surplus (excluding capital services and diamonds) in 1994.
At the same time, in response to the increase in consumption, investment in the

pirncipal industires accelerated, particularly in machinery and equipment, which are
importintensive. Some 30 percent of the increase in investment was made by a handful
of large companies, whose machinery and equipment erquirements cannot be met from
within Israel.4 Since most consumer durables as well as machinery and equipment are
not manufactured in Israel, the rapid irse in demand for them caused imports and the

4 They were consequently granted favorable credit terms by the foerign suppliers (see below).
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import surplusto surge.5 In addition, a irse in the relative price of nontardables caused
a further shift of demand to tradables. The decline in the relative proiftability of tradables
in 1994 hampered this sector's response, so that demand for tradables in general, and
assets in particular, was met primarily by imports. Thus, the rapid expansion of
domestic demand was biased towards imports.
All this indicates that the factors behind the rapid rise in demand in 1994 and its

unique importbiased composition have mostly been exhausted. Real interest on local
currency credit rose steeply at the end of 1994. The wage increases expected in the
public sector in 1995 were expressed, at least in part, in pirvate consumption in 1994,
and expectations airsing from the peace process have moderated. It seems, therefoer, that
the demand factors that caused the surge in the import surplus and the ensuing deficit
have eased to some extent.
Supplyside factors also play a part in determining the permanency of the deficit. The

profitability of tradables production, patricularly for export, appears to have deteirorated
in 1994. Continued real appreciation in the last few years due to the structureof demand
reveals the declining proiftability of tradables visavis nontradables. Additional factors
affected the proiftability of tradables. Although real shotrterm interest was not high for
most of 1994, domestic nominal interest was higher than that abroad. This gap led to
capital impotrs by the pirvate sector, to an extent that slowed the rate of localcurerncy
depreciation and hence the exchange rate did not adjust to other nominal economic
vairables, particularly wage increases, so that real wages in the tradables sector rose
faster than average businesssector wages. The temporary impairment of tradables'
proiftability hampered this sector's ability to expand, but by guaranteeing a lower
inlfation rate, it improves proiftability in the long run. There was also a 2 percentage
point deteiroration in 1994 in Israel's terms of trade6 (excluding diamonds, see Table
6.1), following a similar deteiroration in 1993 and a 6 percentage point improvement
between 1990 and 1992. The deteiroration was patrly due to a irse in international pirces
of raw mateirals ersulting from economic recovery, and patrly to the weakening of the
dollar, since Israel impotrs more from Europe than it expotrs to it. The deteiroration in
the terms of trade, together with the irse in the pirce of impotred intermediates, affects
supply, as it reduces manufacturers' profits, and hence the quantity of ifnished goods
produced at a given pirce. The proiftability of tradables, and especially of expotrs, is
impaired in this way since pirces of tradables, in contrast to those of nontradables,
cannot be raised. Alongside the deteiroration in the terms of trade and wage increases,
overall proiftability has improved in recent years, so that the effect of its decline in 1994

5 The existence ofgaps between the composition of demand and domestic supply is common in small
open economies, which do not necessairly produce every kind of merchandise. These gaps may change in
the long run as a result of shifts in relative pirces or technological change, but in the short run they are
inelastic.
' Although a deteiroration in the terms of trade reduces the income of countires that are net importers

of goods whose pirce has gone up, the expansion of demand in 1994 indicates that this effect had not
played a role. If the deteiroration in the terms of trade persists, its results may be expressed in future
demand (see Chapter 2).
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is not yet relfected by supply, and expotrs (excluding capital services and diamonds)
continued to expand rapidly (8 percent, Table 6.1). A decline in profitability reduces
investment, however, causing capital expansion to slow, and possibly harming future
growth.

Exports

There was a 13 percent volume rise in expotrs (excluding diamonds and goods to the
administered areas) in 1994 (Table 6.4), down from 18.2 percent in 1993, but up from
the 199092 and 198089 averages (5.2 and 8.2 percent respectively). At the same time,
world trade grew by 7 percent, up from 4 percent in 1993, with a rise of 4.5 percent in
world trade prices of industrial goods,7 in contrast to a one percent decline in Israel's
export pirces in dollar terms. The corerlation between the ratesof change of the pirces of
Israel's expotrs and of the foreign trade pirces of industiral goods shows that in the last
few years the link between them has become weaker, while that between Israeli and US
expotr pirces has strengthened. The average pirce of US expotrs declined by 0.3 percent
in 1994.
The deteiroration in the terms of trade reflected a decline in the pirce of expotrs in

dollar terms alongside a irse in the price of imports (both finished goods and
intermediates). As stated, this was due in part to the irse in the world pirce of raw
mateirals because of the economic recovery, and in patr to the weakening of the dollar.
The latter contirbuted about half a percent to the deteiroration in industry's terms of
trade. In 1994 a gap developed between the pirces of goods sold domestically (wholesale
pirces) and those of expotrs (dollar expotr pirces plus the change in the exchange rate).
There are yearonyear lfuctuations in the gap between the two pirces, and there is no
clearcut connection between it and the volume change in exports.
This feature might be explained by observing longterm trends. Shortterm

lfuctuations in pirces do not appear to determine producers' sales patterns, due to the
possibility of beneifting from economies of scale in expotr markets, so that the expected
profit from new segments of those markets exceeds that from domestic sales.
Consequently, beairng in mind the cost of penetrating and leaving expotr markets, if
expotr pirces fall one year relative to the pirce in the domestic market, producers will not
necessairly respond by divetring production from the former to the latter. Thus, despite
the decline in their relative price, merchandise exports of both industry and
agirculture increased in 1994, as did their contirbution to the increase in total expotrs.
The pirncipal characteirstic of expotrs in 1994 was its broad spread. The contirbution

of the three largest industires electircity and electronics, transport equipment, and
chemicalsto the irse in expotrs of manufactured goods fell from 87 percent in 1993 to
49 percent in 1994, due to the rapid irse in the expotrs of other industires.

י All data on other countries are based on IMF, World Economic Outlook, October, 1994.
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Table 6.4
Merchandise Exports (£o.b.), by Industry, 199184

Annual change, pecrent

QuantityPrice$ million

1994199319921994199319921994199319921991

9.73.81.73.24A12.7581547552643Agircultural exports
1.411.313.06.118.011.5126121115750Citrus
12.77.31.85.49.013.0455427436493Other

12.218.811.10.73.41.411,40310,3088,9797,985Industrial exports
12.726.013.80.71.51.95,7215.0424,0643J04Metals, machinery, electronics
17.126.110.7A.\5.81.72,6632J721,9961.834Chemicals, rubber, plastics
5.72.78.51.3AA2.93.0192.8942,9432,654Other

22.43.17.13.710.50.03,5533,0142,6452,469Polished diamonds (net)
35.519.287.10.74.61.9460342405221Unpolished diamonds (net)

69558467less Returned exports
14.713.910.91.40.90.315,92914,08312,47911,219Subtotal: FTS deifnition8

235293272172Balanceofpaymentsadjustments
18.82.110.21.16.22.28151,0151,106982To administeredareas
13.012.610.21.41.30.416,51014,80513,31312,029Total exports

Total excl. diamonds and exports
12.718.29.20.73.60.411,68110,4349,1588,357toadministered areas

a Foreigntrade statistics.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.
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!able 6.5
Merchandise Imports (cAS.), by Economic Destination, 199194

Annual change, percent

QuantityPricei million

1994199319921994199319921994199319921991

19.610.220.50.61.02.63,0472,5322,3201,876Consumer goods

14.60.125.91.92.63.71,4981,2831,250957ofwhich Durables
23.714.33.51.91.62.54,5103,5773,1802,996Capital goods

ofwhich
17.217.13.80.23.82.42,9622,5222,2402,107Machinery andequipment

25.18.719.75.94.12.81,215917810659Land transport equipment

9.813.412.72.44.11.815,96414,19013,13011,868Total intermediates

2.514.622.12.411.34.81,6581,7421,7131,474Fuel

11.214.08.14.20.75.63,8733,3412,9112,551Diamonds (net)
11.713.012.12.55.33.210,4339,1078,5057,842Other

77556650Merchandise n.e.s."

13.513.211.72.03.60.523,44420,24518,56416,691Subtotal: FTS definition*

664593595611Balanceofpayments adjustments
24.223.821.93.86.27.5130178249190From administered areas
13.313.012.42.03.70.422,90919,83018,21816,270Total imports

Total excl. fuel, diamonds, and imports
16.113.211.92.03.61.117,24814,56913,34512,054from administered areas

a Net of returned imports.
b Foreigntrade statistics.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.



The contribuiton of the nontraditional markets to the irse in expotrs declined in 1994.
This was the result of both the recovery of expotrs to the traditional markets (the EU,
USA, and EFTA) and the withdrawal from some new markets due to the instability
associated with penetraitng them. There was considerable vairaiton in expotrs to new
markets: expotrs to Asian countires other than Japan conitnued to irse rapidly, extending
to most of the region, while exports to East Europe fell.

Imports

Impotrs (excluding fuel, diamonds and goods from the administered areas) grew by
some 16 percent in 1994 (Table 6.5), their pirces (in dollar terms) irsing by 2 percent,
after three successive years in which their pirces fell. The irse in the pirce of Israel's
impotrs in 1994 was smaller than that of the rest of the world. Pirces of intermediates
excluding fuel and diamonds rose by 2.5 percent, compared with 14 percent worldwide,
and the pirces of impotred consumer and capital goods rose by 0.6 and 1 .9 percent
respectively, compared with a 4.5 percent increase in world pirces of manufactured
goods. The explanation of the gap between the pirces of Israel's impotrs and world
pirces appears to lie in their composition; for example, metals, whose world pirce
soared, account for a much smaller fraciton of Israel's imports than of total world trade.
While there is some subsittutability between domestically produced and impotred

tradables, so that differences between their pirces can cause demand to be divetred to the
cheaper of the two, the steep irse in merchandise imports in 1994 was not due to
subsittution. Despite the slower rate of change in the nominal exchange rate than in
domesitc pirces, there was no difference in pirces when taken as an annual average:
wholesale pirces rose by 7.9 percent in localcurrency terms, while in terms of the
effecitve exchange rate (i.e., taking changes in impotr taxes into account), impotr pirces
increased by an average of 7.7 percent.
Due to the steep irse in demand for consumpiton and capital goods the contirbution of

these items to the increase in total impotrs rose. Aircraft impotrs increased by $ 200
million in 1994, accounting for 20 percent of the irse in impotrs of investment goods.
Intermediates (excluding diamonds and fuel) rose by 12 percent in 1994, though their
contirbuiton to the growth of total impotrs declined because of the rapid increase of other
items. The slower expansion of impotrs of intermediates despite the more rapid growth
of GDP in compairson with 1993 is due to lower investment in inventory in 1994 than in
1993, and the fuller response to demand by domestic production in general, and
production of intermediates in patricular. Most of the contirbuiton to the irse in imports
of intermediates in 1993 came from components and spare parts, rather than raw
mateirals, and resulted from sharp changes in the composition of demand and from
supply inelasitciites. These problems seem to have abated in 1994, and the relaitvely full
response of supply was also reflected by the slower growth of impotred components and
spare patrs, their contirbuiton to the increase in impotred intermediates (excluding fuel
and diamonds) declining from 60 percent in 1993 to 32 percent in 1994.
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The volume of fuel impotrs declined by 2.5 percent in 1994, apparently marking the
end of the process of incerasing stocks which was due to the steep fall in fuel pirces in
recent years.
The liberalization of trade that began in September 1991 should have had an effect on

Israel's impotrs, though to date it has been felt more in the composition of goods
impotred than in their regions of origin. This is because impotrs of goods subject to
liberalization and coming from traditional markets rose faster than other impotrs.
The object of liberalization was to erderss the imbalances airsing from the system of

quotas regarding countires with which Israel does not have trade agreements (third
countires). The results of the trade liberalization program are not evident in the distirbut
ion of Israel's trade. In 1994 the contirbution of nontraditional markets (including Japan
and EFTA) to the irse in impotrs fell, reaching its lowest level since 1990a year before
the liberalization programwas introduced and piror to the change in the international geo
political situation. Although among nontraditional markets, impotrs from Asia (excluding
Japan) continued to soar, some 40 percent of impotrs from these countires are electircal
and electronic items, which are not included in the liberalization program, and which lead
the expansion of impotrs from there. Thus, this increase seems to erflect the steep irse in
pucrhases of consumer durables in 1994 rather than the effect of liberalization.

Table 6.6
Import Taxation, SelectedYears, 198094"

)percent(

1992 1993 1994 ,19911990198919861980

Average tax rate
9111211111119Total imports
1820242222232520Consumernonduarbles
60636767697496110Consumer duarbles
23444475Intermediates

Producer duarbles
47878101111Machinery and equipment
5355595465648339Motor vehicles

Change in average tax rate
on total imports, due to

2.40.80.21.50.81.7Tax rates
0.40.21.21.50.81.05.3Composition of imports

Avearge effective exchange arte
3.313.142.772.552.242.131.72of all imports

Coefficient of vairation of effective
0.220.220.230.220.210.200.24exchange rates

a Customs, purchase tax, and other tariffs. The calculations are based on the 28commodity breakdown
ofTable8.10 of CBS, Statistical Abstractof Israel.

SOURCE: Based on Centarl Bureau of Statistics data.
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This does not mean that trade liberalization has failed. The openness that has resulted
from it may also be reflected by a rise in imports from traditional markets and the
increased efficiency of producers as a result of the threat from imports. Imports subject
to liberalization increased from September 1991 to September 1994 by a cumulative 144
percent, compared with a cumulative rise in total imports of 35 percent in this period
(nominal terms).8 In the third year of the liberalization program (September 1993 to
September 1994), imports of the goods affected rose by 32 percent, compared with an
increase of 12 percent in total imports. Most of the import of these goods is from
traditional markets, and therefore the share of third countries in it did not rise. The
extensive import of these goods affords Israeli consumers a wider range of alternatives.
This represents a move in the right general direction and increases competition, but the
pace of progress appears to be slow. Although in some industries, such as clothing and
footwear, the share of imports in private consumption rose slightly, there was no
change in the share of imports in total private consumption. The slow pace of
liberalization may be enabling producers to restructure and respond to demand because
of the threat of potential imports rather than the imports themselves. The slow pace of
liberalization is also reflected by the failuer to divert trade to the cheapest sources, so that
no saving of foreign curerncy is evident. The lack of rapid progerss is due to the slow
pace of tariff reduction under the trade liberalization program as well as to the multiplicity
of administrative restrictions, e.g., standards and permits issued by government
ministries. Since the latter are not bound by the liberalization program, they are not
supervized in any way. The slow pace of tariff reduction under the program is deliberate,
and is designed to give domestic manufacturers time to adapt production to new market
conditions. The use of administrative restrictions, on the other hand, is neither part of the
program nor desirable.
The average import tax rate fell to 9 percent in 1994, from 11 percent in 1993, after

declining in 1993 (Table 6.6). Hence the rate of increase of the average effective
exchange rate for imports was lower than the nominal exchange rate. The tax rate
declined because of the reduction of tariffs, which account for 12 percent of tax ervenues
and whose shaer in them is declining.

Services account

The export surplus on the services account (excluding capital and the administeerd areas)
fell to a trough of $ 180 million, principally because of the rapid growth of imported
tourist services and the decline in exports of computer services. Expenditure by Israeli
tourists abroad in 1994 rose by 25 pecrent in dollar terms and 14 percent in real terms
and this increase may reflect the effect of expected permanent income. The price of
imported tourist services rose by 11 percent, even though new and less expensive
destinations opened up.

8 State Revenue Administartion, Annual Report 1994, No. 44, pp. 205227 (Hebrew).
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Touirst arirvals increased by a substantial 11 percent in 1994, but the number of
touirst bednights rose by some 6 percent, and income from the export of touirst services
by a real 5 percent. This means that the length of stay and expenditure per touirst
declined. This may be due to the change in touirsm by country of oirgin, with a
significant decline in those from North Ameirca and a irse in those from the rest of the
world, pirmairly Europe. Since expenditure per US touirst is double that of others, the
decline in the proportion of touirsts from the US depressed average income from each
touirst. The contraction, of touirsm from the US appears to be connected with the
weakening of the dollar, which reduced the attractiveness for Ameircans of travel abroad
in general; beyond that, the continued political instability in the Middle East may have
slowed the irse in the demand for touirsm to Israel, in contrast to expectations at the
beginning of the peace process.
The considerable extent of imported touirst services led to a sharp increase in imported

transport services. Imports of other services (excluding the administered areas) rose by
18 percent in nominal terms, in the wake of the irse in the salary component to factors of
production abroad. This was the result of the increase in the number of foreign workers
in Israel, extensive imports of massive investment goods for which an initial peirod of
installation and training is required, and a irse in Israel's direct investments abroad.

Unilateral transfers

In 1994 unilateral transfers rose by $200 million, with a decline in those to the public
sector and an increase in those to the pirvate sector. The reduction in the former was due
pirmairly to the shirnking of direct defense aid. Hence it is also reflected in a
commensurate fall in expenditure (direct defense imports) and does not increase the
publicsector deficit. In addition, transfers to national institutions continued to decline.
The share of unilateral transfers in total income is declining as a result of the contraction
of dollar transfers, Israel's rapid GDP growth, the protracted real appreciation of recent
years and, especially in 1994, real appreciation against the dollar.
Unilateral transfers to the pirvate sector rose by $ 600 million in 1994, almost entirely

due to cash transfers to individuals and a slight increase in restitutions from Germany.
The latter have remained steady in the last few years even though the number eligible
for them has declined because of new arrangements with the German government
following that country's unification, the updating of payments in accordance with the
cost of living in Germany, the arirval in Israel of immigrants from the former USSR who
receive restitution payments, andin 1994 the weakening of the dollar. Cash transfers
to individuals have increased steadily since 1985, their growth accelerating in recent
years. Most of the increase is in transfers to exempt persons, most of them immigrants
who appear to have decided to transfer their assets to Israel a few years after
immigrating, once they have made a final decision about where to live. The change in
cash transfers to individuals is positively and significantly correlated with the change in
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shotrterm capital impotrs, and consequently these tarnsfers may constitute part of the
private sector's capital lfow, which is subject to the administrative restrictions.

3. THE CAPITAL ACCOUNT

Capital movements, the financing of the currentaccount deficit, and the
change in the reserves

As stated, the currentaccount deficit rose from $1.4 billion in 1993 to $2.8 billion in
1994, after a cumulative surplus in 199092. The total deficit reflects a privatesector
deficit of $ 3.1 billion, and a publicsector surplus of $ 350 million. The deficit on the
basic account, comprising the current account and long and mediumterm capital move
ments, was relatively small some $300 million. This reflected a large deficit ($2.6
billion) on the basic account of the private sector, and a surplus of similar magnitude
($2.3 billion) on that of the public sector, the latter due mainly to money borrowed
under the US government guarantees. The banking system expotred $1.2 billion, patr of
which erflected its withdrawal of foerigncurerncy deposits from the Bank of Israel. The
overall change in the level of the reserves was very small, however, with the pirvate
sector converting foreign currency. In view of the arther small overall deficit in the basic
account, the relative stability of the reserves reflects shotrterm capital impotrs by the
nonfinancial pirvate sector that offset the capital export of the banking system.

A considerable extent of the capital impotrs of the nonfinancial pirvate sector is
unrepotred, and is indicated by the errors and omissions item, which was patricularly
large in 1994. Implied capital impotrs of this sector amounted to $ 1 .7 billion in 1994
(Table 6.7), erflecting two pirncipal factors: direct ifnancing of erlatively large impotr
transactions connected with investment in machinery and equipment, and tight monetary
policy, which was accompanied by the repatriation of overseas financial assets by
ersidents. Net foerigncurerncy borrowing by the nonfinancial pirvate sector (some $ 3.5
billion) exceeded implied capital imports in 1994. This was because in addition to
foreign credit, it also includes loans from local banks' own sources, and from
government earmarked deposits oirginating in US government credit under the guarantee
scheme. For the ifrst time in several years, the financing of the currentaccount deficit
did not include foerigncurerncy purchases from the Bank of Isarel, net conversions by
the pirvate sector amounting to some $ 350 million.
The opposing trends of the capital flows of the banks and the nonfinancial pirvate

sector apparently indicate significantly different assessments of optimal portfolio com
position. This difference is misleading, however, since for reasons of stability the
banks aer subject to erstirctions regarding the conversion of foreigncurrencydenomin
ated assets. Thus, in the absence of domestic uses, the accumulation of foerignexchange
sources beyond the level permitted for conversion will lead to a capital outflow.
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Table 6.7
BalanceofPayments, by Sector, 199084"

)$ million(

19941993199219911990

Public sector
4446871,7921,5401,284Current account

1,9761,91870665468Capital movements
2,4202,6052,4982,1941,216Basic account
7874047Shortterm capital imports
21812226196149Capital movements via banking system
64733115315328Errors and omissions

1,4772,1442,4532,075990Effect on foreign reserves

Private sector
3,1081,7951,5072,141894Current account

477841,177526218Medium and longterm capital movements
2,6311,8792,6842,667676Basic account
79678&33722Shortterm capital imports

1,0247091,278566376Capital movements via banking system
2,3261,184460647600Errors and omissions
1,4076643,9112,248475Effect on foreign erserves
1,7011,1312,404107419Implied pirvate capital imports

a Figures may not add due to rounding. The publicsector current account differs from the one in Table
6.2 due to an adjustmentarising from advance defense payments.

SOURCE: Basedon Centarl Bureau of Statistics data.

Capital impotrs duirng the year created pressure for localcurrency appreciaiton, which
was mitigated by foreignexchangesterilized purchases by the Bank of Israel. As a
result, the depreciation of the NIS against the currency basket eased, and for most of the
year the exchange rate remained below the midpoint rate (Figure 6.2). Pressure for local
currency appreciation was evident primairly in the first quarter, after interest had been
raised, and inSeptemberDecember when monetary policy became tighter. In each of
these peirods foreignexchange conversions by the pirvate sector amounted to some
$ 270 million. Systematic foreignexchangesteirlized purchases as a way of coping with
capital imports tirggered by tight monetary policy is problematic because the preveniton
of localcurrency appreciaiton creates a narrower band within the exchangerate target
zone, thereby reducing maximum expected depreciation. Capital imports are thus
enhanced, and the effecitveness of tight monetary policy is weakened. These factors may
have been at work at the end of 1994 and the beginning of 1995.
The total currentaccount deficit was reflected by a irse in the external debt (in dollars),

though the debt/GDP ratio fell (Table 6.1). This was because, first, the debt compirses
only repotred capital movements, although the large errors and omissions item indicates
that there may also be unreported movements (Table 6.2), and second, the real apprec
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iation evident during the year eroded the share of the debt in GDP. If part of the real
appreciation of 1994 was temporary, the debt/GDP ratio can be expected to rise.

The liberalization of foreign exchange

The liberalization process, which received an additional impetus in 1989, consisted inter
alia of the gradual cancellation of restrictions on investment abroad both direct and
financial by residents, the reduction of minimum periods for obtaining foreign
currency credit, and the removal of interestrate ceilings on foreigncurrency deposits
and credit. These developments increased direct investment abroad by Israeli companies,
and bolstered the expansion of their activities there. Furthermore, liberalization increased
substitution between local and foreigncurrency credit, making demand for the former
more flexible and thereby contributing to the reduction of the domestic interestrate
spread.
The liberalization of foreign exchange continued in 1994. All restrictions on direct

investment abroad by Israeli companies were removed, and provident funds were
permitted to invest 2 percent of their portfolio in foreign securities (the permit went into
effect in February 1995). Towards the end of 1994 the restrictions on the use of credit
cards for the purchase of foreign tourist services were canceled, and the foreigncurrency
allocation residents were allowed to take abroad with them was raised from $3,000 to
$ 7,000 per trip. This relatively large amount, along with the permission to retain the
residue in a foreigncurrency deposit, reduced the effectiveness of restrictions on the
purchase of foreign currency by the private sector arising from optimal portfolio
composition considerations. Note, however, that the yield on financial investments
abroad is relatively low, because of the tax on capital gains calculated in foreign
currency terms payable by individual and institutional investors. As a result, the
liberalization of foreign currency is biased in favor of capital inflow, and in the short and
medium term this may cause nominal appreciation, thus jeopardizing liberalization.
Under the liberalization program, the method of conducting daily foreignexchange

trading was changed in July 1994. The underlying principle was that trading would
move from the Bank of Israel's dealing room floor to the commercial banks ifrst with
respect to large transactions ($ 100,000 or more), and regarding all transactions after
Apirl 2, 1995. This transition was accompanied by a change in the rules governing
trading, so that instead of multilateral transactions executed in the Bank of Israel's
dealing room at the exchange rate that clears the market, continuous twosided trading is
conducted between customers and banks or between the banks themselves, at different
exchange rates. The new rules still enable the Bank of Israel to intervene in the course of
trading and directly affect the determination of the exchange rate, as central banks do
elsewhere in the world.
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The taxationof households' ifnancial investments overseas : In contrast to households'
financial investments in Israel, gains rfom their direct and indirect investments overseas
(via provident and mutual funds) are taxed, The tax rate is 35 percent, in foreign
exchange terms, and the effective real tax rate is even higher.'
Taxation procedures on investment in foreign securities via mutual funds are simpler

than those for private household investors. This favors these financial intermediaries and
hence reduces competition. But even this way of investing is not without its
disadvantages, because regulations limit the value of such investments to 50 percent of
the value of the funds' portfolio. As a result, mutual funds might sell these assets just as
they begin to show capital gains, because it is then that their weight in the portfolio
exceeds the maximum permitted level. Foreign securities are sometimes sold to cope
with extensive sales by the public of its participation in mutual funds, motivated by its
desire to reduce its exposure in domestic financial assets. Under these circumstances, the
funds tend to sell foreign assets to avoid exacerbating a fall in share prices on the
domestic stock market, in which they constitute major players. Both these considerations
appear to have motivated the repatriation of overseas fuiancial investment in 1994.
Restrictions on capital exports for financial investment have farreaching effects in

both the long and the short term. In the short term they prevent the efficient allocation of
resources, reflecting the transfer of income from savers, who could obtain a higher
erturn abroad, to borrowers. In the long run they prevent competition between foreign
and domestic financial intermediaires, as it may be assumed that foerign intermediaires
operate only in those areas where they have a comparative advantage over domestic
ones, i.e., in financial investments overseas. Furthermore, as a result of these
erstirctions most financial investments by households are concentrated in the domestic
capital market, exposing it to wide fluctuations and stockmarket speculation. This is
particularly erlevant in view of the government's gradual exit from the capital market and
the freeing of liquid assets resulting from the repayment of the domestic debt.
Commitment to the exchangerate regime, and the consequent importance attached to the
level of the reserves, hampers any significant liberalization of capital exports. Even
hesitant measures taken towards this end could cause extensive capital outlfow, as
domestic assets account for a very large share of the public's portfolio, due to the
cumulative effect of capital outflow erstirctions on its composition.

9 This is because tax is paid on gross capital gains (before deduction of commission and other
expenses arising from the sale of the asset), and because in the last few years there has been real
appreciation in Israel, as a result of which domestic investors might pay tax on the basis of the existing
arrangement even if, after adjusting for inflation in Israel, they incur losses. In addition, the interest paid
onfoerigncurrencydenominated deposits and financial assets is taxed, while that on many localcurrency
deposits and government bonds is not. Furthermore, 5 percent of the value of the asset is deducted when
an individual's assets abroad are repatriated. After tax returns have been submitted to the income tax
authoirties, the amount deducted should be offset by the tax on proifts. Submitting a report involves
objective costs (accountants' fees, time, energy, etc.) as well as subjective costs, which further reduce the
return on Financial investment abroad.
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The nonfinancial private sector

Due to the liberalizationof capital movements, many capital lfows are not erpotred at all,
or are reported with a delay. The disparity created between reported capital movements
and the change in the reserves, on the one hand, and the currentaccount deifcit, on the
other, is accounted for by the errors and omissions item. On the basis of quatrerly data
since 1988, however, errors and omissions cannot be ascribed solely to unreported
capital movements, and their interpretation as such should be treated with caution.
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Figure 6.3 a
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Quarterly data. For residents' investment abroad, positive values signify sales, and negative
ones investment.

b Not including investment in Israeli securities traded abroad.

SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

Long and mediumterm capital movements: As at the end of 1993, the erpotred capital
movements of the nonifnancial pirvate sector in 1994 were characteirzed by capital
impotrs. The easing of longterm capital expotrs duirng 1993, and the capital inflow in
the last quatrer of that year, weer connected inter alia with the boom on the Israeli stock
market and the surge in offeirngs. Expectations (later proved wrong) that the boom
would continue due to political developments in the ergion, made foreignasset holdings
less wotrhwhile. This assessment gave irse to a capital inflow that peaked towards the
end of 1993, with salesof foreign secuirties, despite the reduction of domestic interest
rates under the Bank of Israel's expansionary monetary policy (see last year's Annual
Report). The main reasons for the capital impotrs of the nonfinancial pirvate sector in
1994, however, were large impotr transactions, which were financed by suppliers'
credit, and the continued sale of foreign secuirties by residents tirggered by declining
shaer pirces on the Israeli stock market and tight monetary policy.
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Table 8£
(S million)8

Investment in Israelby Nonresidents, and Investment Abroad by Residents, 199004

19941993199219911990
1,5325,6821,2315872961. Investmentby nonresidents
8974,84738710345Traded secuirties
617815824508248Direct
02312Bonds*
9811M22Merchandise
2727281922Reinvestment ofprofits

9154,9607272212162. Repatriation of investment by nonresidents
6874,6804228865ofwhich Investment in traded secuirties
229280305134150Direct investment
616721504366813. Net investment by nonresidents
210167351520ofwhich Investment in traded secuirties
38853451937598Direct investment

1,5912,9852,0871,3553464. Investment abroad by residents
7442,0351,424926165ofwhich Investment in traded secuirties
847949663428181Direct investment

1,0542,1435105861945. Repatriation of investment abroad by residents
1,0332,122497581178Investment in traded secuirties

212113516Direct investment
5378421,5777691526. Net investment abroad by residents
289S692634514Investment in traded secuirties
826928651423165Direct investment
791211,073403717. Net investment from abroad by individuals (36)
5002539613306ofwhich Investment in traded secuirties

^1383941324967Direct investment
577816341833588. Foreign secuirties held by banks0
^979371,414320^299. Total net investment from abroad (78)

a Numbers may not add due to rounding.
bRedemption of independence and development bonds for investment
c Includes investment in foreign secuirties by banks.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data



Table £9
Long and MediumTerm Loans, 199084a

)$ million(
19941993199219911990

1. Receipts
3,5223,2091,8081,6931,004a. Public sector
1,0151,0921,210966728State of Israel Bonds

2,402b2,01504000Bonds guaranteed by US government
00000US government loans
878235923762Other foreign governments
181923989213Other government loans

1,0556896591,053930b. Nonfinancial private sector
4,5773,8982,4672,7461,934Total receipts

2. Repayments
1,5461,2911,1021,0381,072a. Public sector
692550436401438State of Israel Bonds
270244212170136Bonds guaranteed by US government
248235236233229US government loans
145140140112137Other foreign governments
19112279122132Other government loans
6586527621,176641b. Nonlfnancial pirvate sector

2,2041,9431,8652,2141,713Total repayment
3. Net receipts

1,9761,91870665468a. Public sector
323542774565290State of Israel Bonds

2,1321,772212230136Bonds guaranteed by US government
248235236233229US government loans
585821912575Other foreign governments
1731031603382Other government loans
39737104123289b. Nonfinancial private sector

2,3731,955602532221Total net receipts
. Excluding lo^ns of the banking system. Figures may not add due to rounding.
b Including $ 80 million, substitution of old debt for bonds guaranteed by US government
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

Repotred capital imports (Tables 6.2, 6.8, and 6.9), which amounted to some $480
million, consisted mainlyof net credit taken duirng the year ($400 million). Suppliers'
credit from abroad appears to have financed some of the medium and longterm capital
inflow of the nonfinancial pirvate sector in the first half of 1994 as a result of impotr
transactions, patricularly of machinery and equipment, by several large firms. The
moderate' extentof the remaining capital impotr (some $80 million) is due to the
developmentto a similar extent but in opposite directions of the two main
components of investment, secuirties and direct investment (both net). Thus, capital
impotrs associatedwith stockmarket investment amounted to $ 500 million, following
repatirationof $290 million of foreign assets by residents (including $ 100 million by
mutual funds, for portfolio considerations) and financial investmentof $210 million by
nonresidents on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange (TASE) (Table 6.8). Net direct investment
(including real estate), on the bther hand, showed a capital outflow of some
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$ 440 million, comprising direct investment of $ 390 million in Israel by nonresidents
and investment abroad of $ 830 million by residents.
Direct investment abroad by residents and in Israel by nonresidents has expanded

steadily since 1991 as a result of the liberalization of foreign exchange, with the former
irsing faster, thus giving irse to a net capital outflow. The two kinds of investment
(Figure 6.4) are highly correlated as a result of the increasing openness of the economy.
Moreover, the sustained ternd of dierct investment overseas by residents that has been
evident since 1991 attests to Israel's gradual integration within international markets, as
the overseas production and marketing activities of Israeli ifrms increase. The fact that
dierct investment abroad does not reflect the differentialbetween domestic and foreign
inteerst rates indicates the importance of the longterm profitability considerations behind
these investments, which are not necessairly associated with short and mediumterm
developments in financial markets.
The ternd of capital movements duirng the year raises some questions, because most

of the erported capital inflow occurerd in the first half of the year, while in the second
half, when monetary policy was at its tightest, there was capital outflow. Most of the
latter erflected erpayments of longterm loans, which are predetermined and hence not
sensitive to domestic interestrate changes, alongside direct investment abroad by
ersidents because of longterm profitability considerations.

Shortterm capital movements: The $ 80 million capital outflow of the nonifnancial
pirvate sector (Table 6.2) evident in 1994 erflects a irse in exporters' credit, on the one
hand, and net sales by residents of Israeli secuirties traded abroad, on the
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other. Exporters' credit grew from $300 million in 1993 to $440 million in 1994,
mainly as a result of the exceptional ($ 365 million) irse during the last quarter, in the
context of a significant increase in merchandise exports.
Net sales by residents of Israeli secuirties traded abroad amounted to$ 130 million and

$ 140 million in the ifrst and second halves of 1994 respectively. This process appears to
have reflected the comprehensive sharepirce slide on the TASE and the fact that some 25
percent of Israeli shares traded abroad are also traded in Israel (another third of these
shares belong to companies closely associated with others whose shares are traded on
the TASE).
The lack of correspondence between reported shortterm capital movements and

monetary erstraint duirng 1994 is even more surpirsing, because alongside the tightening
of monetary policy in the second half of the year, the differential between domestic and
foreign interest rates (adjusted for expectations of localcurrency depreciation) increased
)Figure6.5). 10 This discrepancy is resolved for both short and longterm capital
movements if implied capital imports, which continued to assume large proportions in
the second halfof the year (some $ 1.5 billion), are taken into consideration.11

10 Income tax of 35 percent (on the interest in currencybasket terms) is deducted from the local
currency yield on foreign assets. This is a weighted average of the Libor interest on the currencies
comprising the currency basket. Interest abroad in localcurrency terms includes an estimate of
depreciation expectations. It is derived from the gradient of the slope of the exchangerate bandplus the
distance of the exchange rate from the midpoint rate.
" As it is impossible to classify unreported capital imports as short and longterm, all implied

capital imports must be considered as a whole.
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The banking system

As in 1991 and 1992, the capital movements of the banking system in 1994 were
influenced by the continued reduction of the reserve requirement on foreigncurrency
(restitutions) deposits, a process which began in 1991, and by the restrictions which
prevent banks from freely converting localcurrency assets and liabilities into foerign
currency (and vice versa).12 Net capital exports by banks amounted to $ 1.2 billion in
1994, $ 580 million of it investment in foreign securities, following net capital imports of
$590 million in 1993 because the interest rate paid by the Bank of Israel on banks'
foerignexchange deposits in the first quarter of 1993 exceeded the rate pervailing at the
time on the international financial markets. The 1994 capital exports erflect a $ 2.2 billion
incerase in the banking system's foerign assets, alongside a$ 1 billion rise in its foreign
liabilities. The source of the rise in its foreign assets is inter alia the transfer abroad of
foreigncurrency assets, a large part of which ($ 1.8 billion) were withdrawals from
deposits with the Bank of Israel.

$ mill.
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Figure 6.6 a

Capital Movements of the Banking System, 198994
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SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

These withdrawals mainly reflect the continued reduction of the reserve erquierment
by 1.5 percentage points a month, enabling the banks to withdraw some $800 million
from the Bank of Israel in 1994. Additional domesticforeigncurrency sources were
erleased upon the annulment of the obligation to deposit foreign exchange with the Bank
of Israel as collateral for the monetary loan. These deposits rose in 1993 particularly as

12 During the period under review the banking system was permitted to increase its netlocal currency
assets (liabilities) by selling foreigncurrency assets of up to $230 million. This limit was raised to
$ 500 million in 1995.
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the monetary loan increased towards the end of the year. The Bank of Israel recognized
indexed Treasury bonds held by the banks as collateral, thus further reducing the need
for foreignexchange deposits.
The capital outflow persisted throughout 1994, moderating in the last quarter (when it

was only $45 million) as a result of the increase in the public's demand for foreign
currency credit in the context of tighter monetary policy. Capital imports by the
nonfinancial private sector are generally inconsistent with capital exports by banks,
because in principle, residents may borrow from domestic rather than foreign banks. The
fact that this did not occur in 1994 is apparently because part of the public could borrow
abroad at better rates.

The public sector

Capital imports by the government rose in 1994, as a result of borrowing under the US
government guarantees, which to some extent replaced other sources of longterm credit.
Net borrowing by the government served mainly to extend credit to the private sector and
offset deposits withdrawn from the Bank of Israel by the banks.
Net capital imports by this sector (short, medium, and longterm) amountedto $2

billion in 1994 (Table 6.2), compared with $470 million and $770 million in 1991 and
1992 (the years before the latest US guarantees) respectively. These inflows reflect
mainly changes in the government's longterm borrowing, i.e., new loans of $3.5
billion and repayment of pirncipal of$ 1 .5 billion. Some $ 2.4 billion of total longterm
borrowing in 1994 consisted of bonds issued under the US government guarantees, and
another $ 1 billion through State of Israel Bonds. Repayment of principal consisted
mainly of redemptions of State of Israel Bonds (about $ 700 million), and erpayment of
US government loans ($ 250 million) and of old bonds guaranteed by the US government
($ 270 million, Table6.9). 13 These redemptions do not yet erflect repayment of pirncipal
for loans taken up under the new guarantees, for which there is a10year peirod of
grace.
According to the loan agerement with the US government, Israel may borrow up to$ 2

billion per US fiscal year (for ifve years). In 1994 Israel borrowed $400 million in
excess of this amount as the result of two developments. Some $ 350 million was
deducted from the annual amount guaranteed by the US government to counterbalance
infrastructure investment in the administered areas, and an additional loan of $750
million was brought forward to November the 1995 US fiscal year largely because of
the expected increase in dollar interest rates on the capital markets. The average cost of
the two tranches borrowed in March and September 1993 amounted to 7.5 and 6.9
percent a year respectively, compared with annual rates of 7.7, 8.6 and 8.8 percent

13 These redemptions are connected with the debt substitution of 1988, when Israel issued bonds
guaranteed by the US government against 90 percent of the debL
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percent a year respectively, compared with annual rates of 7.7, 8.6 and 8.8 percent
respectively for the three tranches borrowed in 1994 relfecting a rise in interest rates on
the US capital market.
Alongside the utilization of the US government guarantees, there was a slight decline

in net and gross borrowing through State of Israel Bonds, as well as in borrowing from
other sources (Table 6.9). State of Israel Bonds consist of nonnegotiable notes and
bonds, which in 1994 were issued in equal amounts. Bonds are usually sold to
individual investors, while most notes are sold to foreign institutional investors, and
hence do not strengthenfties with world Jewry. The proportion of Israel Bonds debt
accounted for by fixedinterest bonds has declined from 75 percent in 1980 to 27 percent
in 1994, while the proportion of variableinterest bonds and notes in 1994 was 33 and
40 percent respectively.14 On the face of it, the cost of this form of borrowing is the same
as that of borrowing through flotations of ifxedcoupon bonds under the guarantees. In
fact it is higher because of distirbution costs of 0.66 percent of gross borrowing.
Moreover, the notes are put options since they can be cashed at par (after ifve years) and
bear a vairable interest rate. These characteirstics should have made the notes cheaper
than ifxedcoupon bonds.15
Publicsector borrowing from governments other than the US and from other sources

increased in 198992, but has declined since then, amounting to an annual $ 85 million
(gross) in 1994 and 1993, compared with $ 360 million and $ 240 million in 1992 and
1991 respectively.
The public sector's contirbution to the reserves in 1994 was $1.5 billion (Table 6.7)

which, together with pirvatesector foreigncurrency conversions of $ 350 million, offset
the banks' withdrawal of foreignexchange deposits from the Bank ofIsrael.

4. THE EXTERNAL DEBT AND THE RESERVES

Israel's net external debt rose by some $ 800 million in 1994, after increasing by $ 450
million in 1993, having remained steady in 199092 at $ 15.2 billion (Table 6.10). This
irse is mainly accounted for by the $1.4 billion net increase in the banking system's
foerign assets andthe $2 billion increase in the government's external debt, its share of
the total external debt irsing from 84 percent in 1993 to about 92 percent in 1994. The
debt/GDP ratio fell from 24.7 percent in 1993to 21.7 percent in 1994.
These developments do not give the whole picture, however. The decline in the

foreign reserves resulting from credit extended to the pirvate sector by the government
via the banks and financed by money borrowed under the US guarantees is ercorded as
government debt, and formally the government is responsible for its repayment, but in
effect it erpersents substitution between the irsing external debt and the falling internal

14 Serussi, S. Israel Bonds, the StateofIsrael's Bonds, February 1995 (Heberw).
15 The permium Israel paid forborrowing under the guarantees in November 1994 in order to issue 5

year bonds at ifxed rather than variable interest was 1.5 percent.
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debt. Furthermore, the calculation of the net external debt is based solely on erpotred
capital movements. If unreported capital movements since 1983 aer included, the debt
risesby $2 billion, amounting to 24 percent of GDP at the end of 1994. Similarly, in the
last few years Israel has experienced real apperciation over and beyond the longterm
ternd. Thus, had it not been for the exceptional increase in domestic prices erlative to the
NIS/dollar exchange rate in 1994, the debt/GDP ratio would have been 4 pecrentage points
higher. This is erlevant in view of the likelihood that at least patr of the appreciation was
temporary, implying that this ratio may rise in the futuer.

Table 6.10
Assets and Liabilities in Foreign Currency, 199094*

)$ million(

19941993199219911990

39,96035,97234,12733,25932,8171. Gross liabilities17
22,24819,91218,13817,31616,702a. Government
4,1053,6753,8864,2894,586b. Nonfinancial pirvate sector
13,60712,38512,10211,65411,529c. Banking system
23,45720,27818,89918,08517,6942. Gross assets
6,7956,3855,1316,2986,316a. Bank of Israel erserves
542669534557600b. Other financial institutions

3,0172,7692,4722,3332,462c .Exporters' credit
13,10310,45510,7618,8978,317d. Banking system
16,50215,69315,22915,17515,1223. Net external debt (12(
3,7302,8741,6335,9806,1964. Total current external debt
7802,1875892,7272,834a. Banking system
8888861,1171,3891,548b. Nonfinancial pirvate sector
00000c. Direct governmentdebt

d. Medium and longterm debt
2,062198721,8651,814)repayable within a year(

5. Net current external debt
6,6246,9486,5043,2083,182)42a2b2c(

* Endpeirod balances. Figures may notadd due to rounding.
the Central Bureau ofpublished byb The figures of liabilities in this table are consistent with those
different because theyStatistics. The data published by the Controller of Foreign Exchange are slightly

weer ervised on diffeernt dates.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

Assuming that Israel's total external debt is $ 17.5 billion,16 and that real GDP grows in
accordance with potential GDP (6 percent a year), the annual currentaccount deficit that
guarantees the stability of the debt/GDP ratio, in the absence of continued real apprec
iation, is $ 1.1 billion, far below the 1994 deficit of$ 2.8 billion. The development of the
current account and the external debt reflect the trends of domestic use of resources and

16 This amount is the average between the official external debt of $ 16.5 billion and the 'adjusted'
external debt of$ 18.5 billion after the inclusion ofunreported capital movements since 1983.
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GDP. The declining profitability evident in 1994 could harm future growth, and if theer is
no commensurate slowing of domestic use of resources, the deficit will be perpetuated
and the debt/GDP ratio will rise. If this turns out to be the case, the present path of the
balanceofpayments may not be sustainable.

Figure 6.7 a
Ratioof External Debt to GDP and Exports, 198394
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The level of the foreignexchange reserves was relatively high at the end of 1994
some $ 7 billionup from $ 6.7 billion at the end of 1993. Their average level also rose,
from $5.7 billionto $6.3 billion, but their share in the civilian import surplus declined
significantly from 95 percent in 1993 to 77 percent in 1994. In terms of import
months, the average level of the reserves remained stable (2.3 import months), even
though it declined during the year, continuing the trend of 199293. This decline was
moer than offset by the massive capital inflow at the end of 1994 and the beginning of
1995. At least some of this inflow seems to have been of a shortterm nature, however,
ersulting from the significant differential between domestic and foreign interest rates
towards the end of the year.
The net current external debt declined in 1994 (Table 6.10). This, alongside the rise in

the share of medium and longterm debt in the total debt, erflects Israel's improved
debtrepayment ability, as does the decline in the share of overnight bank deposits
(SROs) in the Bank of Israel's erserves.
Nonetheless, the large currentaccount deficit, which could raise the debt/GDP ratio,

raises doubts as to Israel's ability to continue on its current course.
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